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Glossary18

Bibliome The collection of primary literature, review lit-19

erature and textbooks on a particular topic.20

Biochemically, genetically and genomically (BiGG)21

structured reconstruction A structured genome-scale22

metabolic network reconstruction which incorpo-23

rates knowledge about the genomic, proteomic, and24

biochemical components, including relationships be-25

tween each component in a particular organism or26

cell (See Sect. “Reconstructions, Knowledge Bases, and27

Models”).28

Biomass function A pseudo-reaction representing the29

stoichiometric consumption of metabolites necessary30

for cellular growth (i. e., to produce biomass). When31

this pseudo-reaction is placed in a model, a flux32

through it represents the in silico growth rate of the33

organism or population (See Sect. “Constraint-Based34

Methods of Analysis”).35

Constraint-Based reconstruction and analysis (COBRA)36

A set of approaches for constructing manually curated,37

stoichiometric network reconstructions and analyzing38

the resulting models by applying equality and inequal-39

ity constraints and computing functional states. In40

general, mass conservation and thermodynamics (for41

directionality) are the fundamental constraints. Addi-42

tional constraints reflecting experimental conditions43

and other biological constraints (such as regulatory44

states) can be applied. The analysis approaches gener- 45

ally fall into two classes: biased and unbiased methods. 46

Biased methods involve the application of various op- 47

timization approaches which require the definition 48

of an objective function. Unbiased methods do not 49

require an objective function (See Sect. “Constraint- 50

Based Modeling”). 51

Convex space A multi-dimensional space in which 52

a straight line can be drawn from any two, without 53

leaving the space (see Sect. “Constraint-Based Meth- 54

ods of Analysis”). 55

Extreme pathways (ExPa) analysis An approach for cal- 56

culating a unique, linearly independent, but biochem- 57

ically feasible reaction basis that can describe all pos- 58

sible steady state flux combinations in a biochemi- 59

cal network. ExPas are closely related to Elementary 60

Modes (See Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods of Anal- 61

ysis”). 62

Flux-balance analysis (FBA) The formalism in which 63

a metabolic network is framed as a linear program- 64

ming optimization problem. The principal constraints 65

in FBA are those imposed by steady state mass con- 66

servation of metabolites in the system (See Sect. “Con- 67

straint-Based Methods of Analysis”). 68

Gene-protein-reaction association (GPR) A mathemat- 69

ical representation of the relationships between gene 70

loci, gene transcripts, protein sub-units, enzymes, and 71

reactions using logical relationships (and/or) (See 72

Sect. “Reconstructions, Knowledge Bases, and Mod- 73

els”). 74

Genome-scale The characterization of a cellular func- 75

tion/system on its genome scale, i. e., incorpora- 76

tion/consideration of all known associated compo- 77

nents encoded in the organism’s genome. 78

Isocline A line in a phenotypic phase plane diagram, 79

along which the ratio between the shadow prices for 80

two metabolites is fixed (See Sect. “Constraint-Based 81

Methods of Analysis”). 82

Knowledge base A specific type of reconstruction which 83

also accounts for the following information: molecular 84

formulae, subsystem assignments, GPRs, references to 85

primary and review literature, and additional pertinent 86

notes (See Sect. “Reconstructions, Knowledge Bases, 87

and Models”). 88

Line of optimality The isocline in a phenotypic phase 89

plane diagram that achieves the highest value of the ob- 90

jective in the phase plane (See Sect. “Constraint-Based 91

Methods of Analysis”). 92

Linear programming problem A class of optimization 93

problems in which a linear objective function is max- 94

imized or minimized subject to linear equality and 95
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2 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

inequality constraints (See Sect. “Constraint-Based96

Methods of Analysis”).97

Metabolic network null space The set of independent98

vectors that satisfy the equations: S � v D 0; i. e., a flux99

basis satisfying the steady state conditions, also re-100

ferred to as the flux solution space (See Sect. “Con-101

straint-Based Methods of Analysis”).102

Network reconstruction An assembly of the components103

and their interconversions for an organism, based104

on the genome annotation and the bibliome (See105

Sect. “Reconstructions, Knowledge Bases, and Mod-106

els”).107

Objective function A function which is maximized or108

minimized in optimization problems. In FBA, the109

objective function is a linear combination of fluxes.110

For prokaryotes and simple eukaryotes grown in the111

laboratory under controlled conditions, the biomass112

function is often used as the objective function (See113

Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods of Analysis”).114

Open reading frame (ORF) A DNA segment that has115

a start and stop site for translation and can encode for116

a protein product (see Sect. “The Human Metabolic117

Network Reconstruction: Characterizing the Knowl-118

edge Landscape and a Framework for Drug TargetDis-119

covery”).120

Phenotypic phase plan (PhPP) analysis A constraint-121

based method of analysis which uses FBA simula-122

tions to perform a sensitivity analysis by optimizing123

the objective function as two uptake fluxes are var-124

ied simultaneously. The results of generally displayed125

graphically. Isoclines and the line of optimality can be126

used to characterize different functional states in the127

phase plane (See Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods of128

Analysis”).129

Sensitivity analysis The analysis of how the output of130

a model changes as input parameters are varied (See131

Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods of Analysis”).132

Shadow price For FBA optimization problems, the (neg-133

ative) change in the objective function divided by the134

change in the availability of a particular metabolite135

(i. e., the negative sensitivity of the objective func-136

tion with respect to a particular metabolite) (See137

Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods of Analysis”).138

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) A genetic se-139

quence variation that involves a change or variation140

of a single base (See Sect. “Causal SNP Classification141

Using Co-sets”).142

Solution space The set of feasible solutions for a system143

under a defined set of constraints (See Sect. “Con-144

straint-Based Methods of Analysis”).145

Uniform random sampling A constraint-based method146

of analysis in which a uniform distribution of random 147

samples are taken from the allowable flux space in or- 148

der to find the range and probability distributions for 149

reaction fluxes (See Sect. “Constraint-Based Methods 150

of Analysis”). 151

Definition of the Subject 152

Systems biology has various definitions. Common features 153

among accepted definitions generally involve the descrip- 154

tion and analysis of interacting biomolecular components. 155

Systems analysis of biological network is quickly demon- 156

strating its utility as it helps to characterize biomolecu- 157

lar behavior that could not otherwise be produced by the 158

individual components alone [46]. Three areas in which 159

systems analysis has been implemented in biology in- 160

clude: (1) the generation and statistical analysis of high- 161

throughput data in an effort to catalog and character- 162

ize cellular components; (2) the construction and analy- 163

sis of computational models for various biological systems 164

(e. g., metabolism, signaling, and transcriptional regula- 165

tion); and (3) the integration of the knowledge of parts 166

and computational models to predict and engineer bio- 167

logical systems (synthetic biology) [18,45,46].Metabolism, 168

as a system, has played an important role in the develop- 169

ment of systems biology, especially in the modeling sense. 170

This is because the network components (e. g., enzymes 171

and metabolites) have been studied in detail for decades, 172

and many links between components have been experi- 173

mentally characterized. Metabolic systems biology, com- 174

pared to systems biology in general, entails the computa- 175

tional analysis of these enzymes and metabolites and the 176

metabolic pathways in which they participate. Metabolic 177

systems biology, using genome-scale metabolic network 178

reconstructions and their models, has helped (1) to elu- 179

cidate biomolecular function [75]; (2) to predict pheno- 180

typic behavior [21]; (3) to discover new biological knowl- 181

edge [19,75]; and (4) to design experiments for engi- 182

neering applications [3,54]. Constraint-Based methods 183

have played a pivotal role in the analysis of large and 184

genome-scale metabolic networks. The structure, math- 185

ematical formulation, and analytical techniques of con- 186

straints-based methods have also paved the way for the 187

successful modeling of other complex biological networks, 188

such as transcriptional regulation [5,19,30,34] and signal- 189

ing networks [60]. 190

Introduction 191

The analysis of network capabilities, prediction of cellular 192

phenotypes, and in silico hypothesis generation are among 193
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the goals in metabolic systems biology. In order to build194

the models that enable such analyzes, a large amount of195

knowledge about the biological system is required. For196

a growing number of organisms detailed knowledge about197

the molecular components and their interactions is be-198

coming available. The increasing availability of various199

types of high-throughput data such as transcriptomic, pro-200

teomic, metabolomic, and interactome (e. g., protein-pro-201

tein, protein-DNA) has facilitated their identification.202

Biological networks are too complex to be described by203

traditional mechanistic modeling approaches. This is due204

to the large number of components, the various physic-205

ochemical interactions, and complex hierarchical organi-206

zation in space and time. Consequently, constraint-based207

modeling approaches have been developed which com-208

bine fundamental physicochemical constraints with math-209

ematical methods to circumvent the need for compre-210

hensive parametrization. These models are able to retain211

critical mechanistic aspects such as network structure via212

stoichiometry and thermodynamics. However, these con-213

straints will not yield a uniquely determined system, but214

rather an underdetermined system of linear equations.215

Hence it is important to develop methods to characterize216

the functional properties of the solution spaces. There has217

been intense activity in developing such methods, many218

of which have been reviewed in Price, et al. [70] and are219

listed later in this chapter. The general principles underly-220

ing genome-scale modeling techniques will be further de-221

scribed in this chapter.222

This chapter will introduce the reconstruction process223

and describe some constraint-based methods of analysis.224

This will be followed by example studies involving E. coli225

and human metabolism in which these constraint-based226

approaches have been successfully implemented for:227

� Predicting phenotypes and outcomes of adaptive evo-228

lution in E. coli (Sect. “Growth Predictions of Evolved229

Strains”);230

� Discovering gene function in E. coli (Sect. “Discovery231

of Gene Function”);232

� Characterizing healthy and disease states in the hu-233

man cardiomyocyte mitochondria (Sec. “Effects of Per-234

turbed Mitochondrial States”);235

� functionally classifying correlated reaction sets to un-236

derstand disease states and potential treatment targets237

in humanmetabolism (Sect. “Causal SNPClassification238

Using Co-sets”):239

� Expanding genome-scale modeling to human meta-240

bolism (Sect. “The Human Metabolic Network Recon-241

struction: Characterizing the Knowledge Landscape242

and a Framework for Drug Target Discovery”).243

Reconstructions, Knowledge Bases, andModels 244

Where is the Life we have lost in living? 245

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? 246

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information? 247

T.S. Eliot, “The Rock”, Faber & Faber 1934. 248

A reconstruction is an assembly of the components and 249

their interactions for an organism, based on the genome 250

annotation and the bibliome. A knowledge base is a very 251

specific type of reconstruction which also accounts for 252

the following information: molecular formulae, subsystem 253

assignments, gene-protein-reaction associations (GPRs), 254

references to primary and review literature, and addi- 255

tional notes regarding data quality and sources. Therefore, 256

this knowledge base represents an assimilation of the cur- 257

rent state of knowledge about biochemistry of the par- 258

ticular organism. A knowledge base also highlights miss- 259

ing information (e. g., network gaps and missing GPRs). 260

Throughout the remainder of the chapter we will refer to 261

knowledge bases and reconstruction interchangeably even 262

though we have defined them distinctly. 263

Amodel is the result of converting a knowledge base or 264

reconstruction into a computable, mathematical form by 265

translating the networks into amatrix format and by defin- 266

ing system boundaries (see Sect. “From Reconstruction to 267

Models”). It is important to note that a single reconstruc- 268

tion or knowledge base may yield multiple condition spe- 269

cific models (Fig. 1). The relationships between a genome 270

and its derivative proteomes and phentoypes are analo- 271

gous to the relationships between a knowledge base, the re- 272

sulting models, and the possible functional states (Fig. 1). 273

Reconstructions, in a way, reverse the concern voiced 274

above by T.S. Eliot by structuring data to provide informa- 275

tion and processing information to find knowledge, which 276

is then cataloged in a knowledge base. The models derived 277

from this knowledge base can then be used for in silico 278

hypothesis generation and predictive modeling, which can 279

lead to biological discovery and provide insight into how 280

biological systems operate. 281

There are two prominent approaches for network re- 282

constructions: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down re- 283

constructions rely on high-throughput data, genome se- 284

quence, and genome annotation to computationally piece 285

together component interaction networks based on sta- 286

tistical measures. Top-down reconstructions often aim to 287

characterize the entire network. However, the resulting 288

network links may be “soft”, since they are based on sta- 289

tistical approaches. Top-down approaches may lead to 290

the discovery of previously unknown components and re- 291

lationships. Bottom-up reconstructions, in contrast, aim 292

to be accurate and well-defined in their scope, as the 293
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4 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Fig-
ure 1
An analogy between genomes and knowledge bases. Regula-
tion plays a significant role in defining phenotypes for a given
genome. The regulatory program is driven by environmental
cues. Similarly models derived from a knowledge base are sub-
ject to the constraints reflecting the regulatory and environmen-
tal factors (which also govern the proteome). The set of candi-
date functional states of different models reflects all of the pos-
sible phenotypes

components and interactions are experimentally verified.294

The bottom-up reconstruction process requires extensive295

manual curation and validation of its content to ensure the296

desired accuracy and self-consistency. This process results297

in a Biochemically, Genetically and Genomically (BiGG)298

structured knowledge base, in which genes are connected299

to the proteins and enzymes they encode, and each enzyme300

is connected to the reactions it catalyzes (GPR). Bottom-301

up reconstructions have been shown to be useful for many302

applications such as generating hypotheses and analyzing303

system processes.304

The Reconstruction Process305

The bottom-up reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic306

networks is a well established procedure that has been con-307

ducted for many organisms [73] and can be carried out in308

an algorithmic manner (Fig. 2). Briefly, the main phases309

are: (1) the generation of an initial component list based on310

genome annotation, (2) the manual curation of this initial311

list based on primary and review literature, (3) the func-312

tional validation of network capabilities using experimen-313

tal data, and (4) simulation and analysis. This last stepmay314

lead to iterative improvements through reconciliation of315

the network with new data.316

Step 1: Generation of the Initial Component List The317

first step in the reconstruction of a metabolic network is318

the selection of an organism and generation of a list of all319

currently known components (e. g., genes, proteins, and 320

metabolites) involved in its metabolism. A sequenced and 321

annotated genome is a prerequisite for building genome- 322

scale networks. The quality of the reconstruction depends 323

greatly on the quality of the annotation and the available 324

literature describing the physiology and biochemistry of 325

the organism. Parsing of the genome annotation for genes 326

with metabolic functions results in the initial component 327

list, and this list may be extended by obtaining associ- 328

ated reactions for these functions from databases such as 329

KEGG [43], BRENDA [82], ExPASy [29], Reactome [99], 330

and MetaCyc [17]. It is critical to manually curate this list, 331

since the specific enzymes in the reconstructed organism 332

may not act upon all of the substrates and cofactors in- 333

cluded in the reactions in these databases. 334

Step 2:Manual Curation Once a component list is com- 335

piled, biochemical reactions must be manually defined, 336

verified, assigned a confidence score, and assembled into 337

pathways. For each reaction in the network, several prop- 338

erties must be defined, such as substrate specificity and 339

their corresponding products, reaction stoichiometry, re- 340

action directionality, subcellular localization, and chem- 341

ical formulae for the metabolites with their correspond- 342

ing charges. In addition, all genes and their associated 343

gene products are connected to reactions in GPRs, using 344

Boolean logic to describe each association. This thorough 345

description of each reaction involves manual curation, as 346

information is gathered from the primary literature, re- 347

view articles, and organism-specific books. The complete- 348

ness of this description depends heavily on how exten- 349

sively the organism has been studied. Confidence scores 350

for the reactions are a measure for the level of experimen- 351

tal support for the inclusion of a gene and its associated re- 352

action(s). Generally, confidence scores have been defined 353

on a scale from 1 to 4 and are assigned to each reaction 354

in a reconstruction. Direct biochemical characterization of 355

reaction activity is considered the gold standard; therefore 356

reactions with such data receive a confidence score of 4. 357

A score of 3 is given to reactions that are supported by 358

genetic data, such as gene cloning. When a reaction is sup- 359

ported by sequence homology, physiological data, or local- 360

ization data, the reaction is given a confidence score of 2. 361

Reactions that are added only because they were needed 362

for modeling purposes would receive a score of 1 (for 363

a more detailed description, refer to Reed et al. [73]). 364

Step 3: Debugging and Functional Validation of 365

the Reconstruction Even for well studied organisms, 366

a metabolic reconstruction at this stage will have a sub- 367

stantial number of gaps, resulting in limited network func- 368
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Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 2
The reconstruction process. First, a component list is generated from the genome annotation and information in various databases.
Second, the component list is manually curated using primary and review literature. Furthermore, the reactions aremass and charge
balanced and assembled into pathways. Third, debugging of the reconstruction is done by computationally testing the properties
and capabilities of the reconstruction to ensure that the derivedmodels have capabilities similar to the organism. Pathway gapsmay
be filled if supported by experimental evidence or if required for network functionality. Fourth, simulation and analysis is conducted
to reconcile the reconstruction with experimental data, which may lead to further iterations and refinements of the reconstruction

tionality. These gaps exist because the annotation of the369

genome is often incomplete. For example, even in E. coli,370

20% of all genes do not have known functions, according371

to the latest genome annotation [77].372

Gaps can be classified as knowledge or scope gaps.373

Knowledge gaps result from a lack of knowledge about374

the presence of transport and/or biochemical transfor-375

mations for a particular metabolite in the target organ-376

ism. Preferably, these gaps will be filled using primary lit-377

erature. Alternatively, reactions may be included as hy-378

potheses that require experimental verification and there-379

fore are assigned a low confidence score. After convert-380

ing the reconstruction into a mathematical format (see381

Fig. 3b and Sect. “From Reconstruction toModels”.), com-382

putational algorithms can be used to assist the gap-filling383

process [55,78]. Using tools such as flux balance analysis384

(FBA) the reconstruction can be tested for the functional-385

ity of all physiologically relevant pathways. For example, if386

an amino acid is known to be non-essential for an organ-387

ism, the complete biosynthetic pathway is needed, even if388

some of the required genes have not been annotated in the389

genome. Scope gaps involve transformations that that are390

outside the scope of interest in the network, such as DNA391

methylation reactions and tRNA charging. These gaps will392

not be filled, but it is important to document and classify 393

these in the knowledge base. 394

Step 4: Simulation and Analysis Once the network is 395

manually curated and debugged, its capabilities and ac- 396

curacy should be tested by comparing in silico behavior 397

with experimental observations. These tests may include 398

gene essentiality studies and evaluation of growth pheno- 399

types under various conditions [55,73]. This step includes 400

the simulation and analysis of secretion products and al- 401

ternate nutrient sources. Additional experimental studies 402

and newly generated data will lead to further iterations and 403

refinement of the reconstruction content. 404

From Reconstruction to Models 405

A network reconstruction is converted into a mathemat- 406

ical model in two steps. First, system boundaries and the 407

relevant inputs and outputs are defined. Second, the net- 408

work is represented by a matrix. In this matrix, each 409

column represents a reaction and each row represents 410

a unique metabolite. The elements of the matrix are the 411

stoichiometric coefficients for each metabolite in each re- 412

action (reactants are negative and products are positive). 413
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6 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 3
Converting a reconstruction into amodel. The conversion of a reconstruction into amodel involves the definition of system bound-
aries (top) and the conversion to a mathematical format (bottom). a Biochemical reactions can be written as conversions from reac-
tant(s) into product(s). b Input and output fluxes that transport metabolites in and/or out of the system are defined (designated by
bx). The dashed line indicates an open system. c In a cell, for example, the cell membrane acts as a natural boundary. In amodel it can
be represented by an open system boundary, allowing the transfer of metabolites across the cell membrane. The complete mathe-
matical representation of the network, containing the entire set of internal reactions with exchange (transport) reactions, is termed
the stoichiometric matrix, S. Abbreviations: Sint = internal reactions, Sexch = exchange reactions across the open systems boundaries,
Sext = extracellular metabolites

The collection of reactions represented in this manner is414

called the stoichiometric matrix, S. At this stage condition415

specific constraints (e. g., measured uptake and secretion416

rates, or known regulatory constraints) will be applied to417

external and internal reactions, thus resulting in a distinct,418

condition-specific set. Different sets of constraints applied419

to the same reconstruction will result in different models.420

Constraint-BasedModeling421

As discussed above, constraint-based modeling has en-422

abled the analysis of genome-scale networks in a mecha-423

nistic and predictive manner without relying on data-in-424

tensive parametrization. In addition, this technique has425

provided great flexibility, allowing different methods to426

be used while requiring few changes to the model struc-427

ture. The strengths of this modeling approach are demon-428

strated in the size of the networks that can be modeled429

(e. g. the human metabolic network involves about 3,300430

reactions [20]) and the ability it has to make predictions431

despite incomplete knowledge of the system. This section432

will focus on the types of constraints and some of the as- 433

sociated methods. 434

Biological Basis for Constraints 435

Constraints on cells can be grouped into three major 436

classes: physicochemical, environmental, and regulatory 437

constraints. Physicochemical constraints, the first type, 438

are inviolable “hard” constraints on cell function. These 439

constraints include osmotic balance, electroneutrality, the 440

laws of thermodynamics, and mass and energy conserva- 441

tion. Spatial constraints, another type of physicochemical 442

constraints, affect the function of biological systems due to 443

mass transport limitations and molecular crowding. The 444

second class of constraints, environmental constraints, are 445

condition and time dependent, and include variables such 446

as pH, nutrients, temperature, and extracellular osmolar- 447

ity. Since environmental conditions and their effects on 448

a cell can vary widely, predictive models rely heavily on 449

well-defined experimental conditions. The third type of 450

constraints, regulatory constraints, are self-imposed con- 451

straints in which pathway fluxes are modulated by al- 452
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Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach 7

losteric regulation of enzymes and/or by gene expression453

via transcriptional control. These constraints are “soft”454

and can be altered through evolutionary processes [35].455

These collective constraints contribute to a specific phe-456

notype; therefore, their consideration in constraint-based457

modeling will assist the identification of relevant func-458

tional states.459

The Mathematical Description of Constraints460

Constraints can be quantitatively represented by balances461

and bounds, where balances are equalities and bounds are462

inequalities. The conservation of mass dictates that there463

is no net accumulation or depletion of metabolites at the464

steady state. This can be described mathematically as465

S � v D 0 ; (1)466

where S is the m � n stoichiometric matrix (with m467

metabolites and n reactions), and v represents the flux vec-468

tor, which represents the flux through each network re-469

action [98]. Similar steady state balance representations470

can be used for other physicochemical constraints, such as471

electroneutrality [42,57], osmotic pressure [12,41,49], and472

thermodynamic constraints around biochemical loops [7].473

Bounds can be added as additional constraints. En-474

vironmental and regulatory constraints can be added by475

placing bounds on individual chemical transformations.476

For example, upper and lower flux rate limits477

vmin 6 v i 6 vmax (2)478

can be placed on the ith reaction or transporter, to reflect479

experimentally measured enzyme capacity or metabolite480

uptake rates in a given environment. Thermodynamic481

constraints for each reaction can be applied by constrain-482

ing the reaction directionality or by applying a set of linear483

thermodynamic constraints to eliminate thermodynami-484

cally infeasible fluxes [32].485

Constraint-Based Methods of Analysis486

A plethora of methods have been developed to analyze487

constraint-based models and many have been reviewed488

thoroughly [70]. Table 1 provides a list of methods and489

potential questions they can address. Constraint-Based490

methods can be grouped into biased and unbiased ap-491

proaches.492

Biased Methods Biased methods necessitate an objec-493

tive function, i. e., a reaction or pseudo-reaction for which494

one optimizes. Some examples of commonly used objec-495

tive functions include biomass production, ATP produc-496

tion, or the production of a byproduct of interest [80,100].497

For example, when bacteria are cultured in conditions se- 498

lecting for growth, the cellular objective function is well- 499

approximated by maximizing biomass production [21,86]. 500

Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is the formulation of lin- 501

ear programming problems for stoichiometric metabolic 502

networks. Most of the biased methods employ variations 503

or adaptations of FBA. For example, in Flux Variability 504

Analysis (FVA) [56] every reaction in a condition-specific 505

model is maximized and minimized. Gene Deletion Anal- 506

ysis [22], another FBA-based approach, involves the se- 507

quential deletion each gene in a model and optimization 508

for growth in order to define the in silico knock-out phe- 509

notypes. 510

In Phenotypic Phase Plane (PhPP) analysis, a sensi- 511

tivity analysis is conducted by varying two uptake or se- 512

cretion network fluxes while calculating the optimal so- 513

lution for the objective function (e. g., biomass produc- 514

tion). These dependencies can be depicted graphically 515

(Fig. 4). Each optimal solution is associated with a shadow 516

price representing the change of the objective value when 517

changing the availability of an external compound. The 518

shadow prices can be used to define isoclines. An iso- 519

cline is a line along which the shadow price is constant 520

(Fig. 4). The line of optimality is a special isocline, which 521

achieves the optimal objective [24] (yellow line in Fig. 4). 522

The regions in PhPP plots can be classified into various 523

regions using isoclines: (1) futile regions occur when an 524

increase in substrate availability leads to a decrease in the 525

objective value; (2) single substrate limited regions oc- 526

cur when only one substrate increases the objective value; 527

and (3) dual substrate limited regions occur when in- 528

creases in either substrate leads to increases in the objec- 529

tive value [21,24]. PhPP has proven useful in designing ex- 530

periments and predicting evolvedmicrobial growth on dif- 531

ferent substrates [37]. 532

Unbiased Methods Unbiased methods do not require 533

the explicit definition of an objective function. These 534

methods are of great use when the cellular objectives are 535

not known or when a global view of all feasible in sil- 536

ico phenotypes is desired. At least three unbiased ap- 537

proaches have been developed which characterize the 538

steady state solution space of the network include: ExPa 539

analysis [62,69,81,102], Elementary Mode (ElMo) anal- 540

ysis [28,84,85,90], and uniform random sampling [1,71, 541

93,101]. 542

ExPa and ElMo Analysis have been useful over the 543

past decade in elucidating metabolic network properties. 544

ExPas are biochemically meaningful non-negative linear 545

combinations of convex basis vectors of the steady state 546

solution space [64,81]. ElMos are non-unique convex ba- 547
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8 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Table 1
There are numerous methods that have been developed to analyze constraint-based reconstructions of metabolic networks using
experimental data to answer biological questions. Below is a list of some of these methods and questions they can help to answer

Method Question Examples
Alternate Optima Howmany flux states can be attained by maximizing or minimizing an objective function (e. g.,

maximum growth or ATP production)?
[53,56,74,
96,100]

Energy Balance Analysis How can one evaluate the thermodynamic feasibility of FBA simulation results? [7]
ExPa/ElMo How does one define a biochemically feasible, unique set of reactions that span the steady

state solution space?
[64,81,
85]

FBA What is the maximum (or minimum) of a specified cellular objective function? [27,65,
80,97]

Flux Confidence Interval What are the confidence intervals of flux values when fluxomic data is mapped to a constraint -
based model?

[4]

Flux Coupling What are the sets of network reactions that are fully coupled, partially coupled, or directionally
coupled?

[14]

Flux Variability Analysis What is the maximum andminimum flux for every reaction under a given set of constraints (i.
e., what is the bounding box of the solution space)?

[56]

Gap-Fill/Gap-Find What are the candidate reactions that can fill network gaps, thus helping improve the model
and provide hypotheses for unknown pathways that can be experimentally validated?

[78]

Gene Annotation
Refinement Algorithm

Which reactions are likely missing from the network, given a set of phenotypic observations?
What are the candidate gene products with which corresponding reactions could fill the gap?

[75]

Gene Deletion Analysis Which are the lethal gene deletions in an organism? [22]
K-cone analysis Given a set of fluxes and concentrations for a particular steady state, what is the range of

allowable kinetic constants?
[25]

Metabolite Essentiality How does metabolite essentiality contribute to cellular robustness? [44]
Minimization of
Metabolic Adjustment
(MOMA)

Can sub -optimal growth predictions be more consistent with experimental data in wild type
and knock-out strains?

[86]

Net Analysis Givenmetabolomic data, what are the allowable metabolite concentration ranges for other
metabolites, and what are the likely regulated steps in the pathway based on non -equilibrium
thermodynamics?

[51]

Objective function finder
/ ObjFind

Which are different possible cellular objectives? [13,50,
83]

Optimal Metabolic
Network Identification

Given experimentally -measured flux data, what is the most likely set of active reactions in the
network under the given condition that will reconcile data with model predictions?

[33]

OptKnock / OptGene How can one design a knock-out strain that is optimized for by -product secretion coupled to
biomass production?

[15,66]

OptReg What are the optimal reaction activations/inhibitions and eliminations to improve biochemical
production?

[68]

OptStrain Which reactions (not encoded by the genome) need to be added in order to enable a strain to
produce a foreign compound?

[67]

PhPP How does an objective function change as a function of twometabolite exchanges? [37,95]
rFBA What can we learn from incorporating regulatory rules into metabolic networks? [19]
Regulatory On/Off
Minimization

After a gene knockout, what is the most probable flux distribution that requires a minimal
change in transcriptional regulation?

[87]

Robustness analysis How does an objective function change as a function of another network flux? [23]
SR-FBA To what extent do different levels of metabolic and transcriptional regulatory constraints

determine metabolic behavior?
[88]

Stable Isotope Tracers How can intracellular flux predictions be experimentally validated, and which pathways are
active under the different conditions?

[79]

Thermodynamics -based
Metabolic Flux Analysis

How can one use thermodynamic data to generate thermodynamically feasible flux profiles? [32]

Uniform Random
Sampling

What are the distributions of network states that have not been excluded based on
physicochemical constraints and/or experimental measurements? What are the completely or
partially correlated reaction sets?

[1,71,93,
101]
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Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach 9

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 4
Phenotypic Phase Plane plot. PhPPs have been used to show that E. coli grown on a single carbon source does not always grow
optimally (compared to in silico predictions). However, after growing exponentially on at least one such substrate, E. coliwas shown
to evolve to the line of optimality (yellow line) predicted in PhPPs [37]

sis vectors that span the steady state solution space; hence548

they are a superset of ExPas. The main difference between549

ExPas and ElMos is in the definition of exchange reactions.550

In fact, when all exchange fluxes are set to be irreversible,551

ExPas and ElMos become identical [58]. The utility of552

ExPa and ElMo analysis has been demonstrated in deter-553

mining network rigidity and redundancy in pathogenic554

microbes [61,69], proposing new media [38], and predict-555

ing regulatory points based on network structure [90].556

The potential of ExPas and ElMos is limited, however, by557

the complexity and size of genome-scale metabolic net-558

works, as the number of pathways increases dramatically559

for larger networks [48,102]. For example the core E. coli560

model (consisting of approximately 86 reactions) has ap- 561

proximately 20,000 ExPas in rich media growth condi- 562

tions [58]. The number of ExPas in E. coli iJR904 [76], 563

which consists of � 900 reactions, has been estimated to 564

be on the order of 1018 ExPas [102]. Even more impres- 565

sive is the estimate of 1029 ExPas for the human metabolic 566

network reconstruction [102]. These incredible pathway 567

number estimates not only present insurmountable com- 568

putational challenges but also significant difficulties in the 569

analysis of ExPas and ElMos. 570

Another unbiased method is uniform random sam- 571

pling of metabolic networks [1,101]. Uniform random 572

sampling involves enumerating the candidate flux distri- 573
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10 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

butions in the steady state solution space until a statisti-574

cal criterion is satisfied, e. g., a uniform set of flux distri-575

butions (Fig. 5a). There have been different approaches in576

implementing these procedures [71,93,101]. The distribu-577

tion of random samples provides both a range of allow-578

able fluxes and a probability distribution for flux values579

for the given set of constraints (Figs. 5b–d). This method580

not only allows for the analysis of the entire convex flux581

spaces of metabolic networks, but it can also be employed582

to study concave flux spaces and systems with non-lin-583

ear constraints [72]. Thus it is apparent that uniform ran-584

dom sampling is a useful method that provides informa-585

tion about a metabolic network and a global view of all586

possible in silico phenotypes.587

Co-set Analysis: Overlap between Biased and Unbiased588

Methods Since biased methods are a subset of unbiased589

methods, these two differentmethods can be used to calcu-590

late similar quantities, such as functionally correlated reac-591

tions, as demonstrated by co-set analysis. Correlated reac-592

tion sets (co-sets) are sets of reactions that are perfectly593

correlated (R2 D 1) at the steady state (Fig. 6a-b) [63].594

Reaction co-sets can be computed using different meth-595

ods, such as flux coupling [14], ExPa analysis [62], or uni-596

form random sampling [71,93]. There are pros and cons597

to using any of these methods. Flux coupling allows the598

identification of directionally coupled reactions, but re-599

quires a stated cellular objective. While ExPa analysis al-600

lows for the enumeration of co-sets without stating an601

objective, practical considerations such as computational602

time currently make ExPa analysis calculations infeasi-603

ble for genome-scale models. For large networks, co-sets604

may be computed more rapidly using uniform random605

sampling. This method also allows the pairwise correla-606

tion coefficients of all reactions to be computed; therefore,607

partially correlated reaction sets (R2 < 1) can be identi-608

fied. These may be of interest when sampling the net-609

work under different environmental conditions or disease610

states [93].611

Implementation of Constraint-Based Methods In or-612

der to make these analytical tools accessible to the scien-613

tific community, many of the methods in Table 1 have614

been implemented in MATLAB and released in the CO-615

BRA toolbox [8,103]. Other packages that implement var-616

ious constraint-based methods include CellNetAnalyzer617

(FBA, ElMo analysis, and topological analysis) [47,104]618

and MetaFluxNet (FBA, reaction deletion analysis, and619

network visualization) [52].These software packages and620

toolboxes are free of charge to the academic community.621

Metabolic Systems Biology 622

and Constraint-BasedModeling: Applications 623

As previously discussed, the past couple of decades have 624

witnessed the development and analysis of constraint- 625

based models. This has resulted in a wide array of ana- 626

lytical methods which have been employed to deepen the 627

understanding of how biological systems function. The re- 628

mainder of this chapter will discuss examples in which 629

constraint-based models and methods were used to pre- 630

dict growth rates of evolved prokaryotic strains, design ex- 631

periments, identify gene functions, characterize the effects 632

of diseases and metabolic perturbations, classify of genetic 633

disorders, and propose alternative drug targets. 634

Growth Predictions of Evolved Strains 635

It has been hypothesized that incorrect log-phase growth 636

predictions are caused by incomplete adaptation to a par- 637

ticular environmental given condition [37]. To test this 638

hypothesis, Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 was grown on 639

different carbon sources (acetate, succinate, malate, glu- 640

cose and glycerol) at varying concentrations and temper- 641

atures. PhPP analysis was carried out to identify the dif- 642

ferent phases and growth optimality for the different car- 643

bon sources (Fig. 4). Optimal growth in all of the sub- 644

strates, except glycerol, were measured and found to lie 645

on the calculated line of optimality (yellow line in Fig. 4). 646

It was observed that after selecting for growth, the adap- 647

tive evolution of the parental strains (� 500 generations) 648

led to increased growth rates while remaining on the line 649

of optimality. This improved performance resulted from 650

increased uptake of the carbon sources. The glycerol case 651

however, showed that E. coli grows sub-optimally on this 652

carbon source, i. e., the experimentally measured growth 653

rate did not lie on the line of optimality; however, after 40 654

days (� 700 generations) the growth of the evolved strain 655

moved to the line of optimality [37], and continued to 656

evolve a higher growth rate while remaining on the line. 657

Discovery of Gene Function 658

When coupled with experimental data, genome-scale con- 659

straint based models can aid in hypothesis generation 660

and can suggest functions for previously uncharacterized 661

genes [55]. FBA was used to predict growth phenotypes 662

of E. coli on a number of different carbon sources. Exper- 663

imental growth phenotype data [11] was compared with 664

the computational predictions to identify cases in which 665

the model failed to accurately predict growth phenotypes 666

(growth vs. non-growth) (Fig. 7a). In 54 cases, the model 667

failed to predict experimentally measured growth pheno- 668
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Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach 11

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 5
Uniform sampling of the solution space under normal and perturbedmetabolic states. aUniform random sampling of the solution
space can be used to assign ranges of feasible fluxes and probability distributions for each reaction in the network. b–d The sample
points can be visualized with a histogram for each network reaction (black lines). Measured changes in flux bounds (min/max) of
network fluxes can be applied as network constraints, yielding altered flux distributions (red lines). These changes may reduce the
maximum flux value (b), shift the most probable flux value (c), or leave the distribution unaltered (D)

types. Four failure modes were remedied using the lit-669

erature, while the remaining 50 cases suggested incom-670

plete knowledge. The computational algorithm outlined in671

Fig. 7b was used to predict potential reactions or trans-672

porters that could reconcile the model predictions and ex-673

perimental results. Therefore, a universal database of all674

known metabolic reactions in living organisms [43] was675

queried and the minimum number of reactions needed to676

restore in silico growth of the model were computed. So-677

lutions were found for 26 of the failure modes. A subset of678

the predicted solutions was chosen for experimental veri-679

fication, and two sets will be discussed here.680

The computational algorithm suggested the simplest681

solution to achieve growth on D-malate was decarboxyla- 682

tion of D-malate into pyruvate. A library of E. coli knock- 683

out mutants showed that three mutant strains demon- 684

strated altered growth on D-malate:�dctA (slow growth), 685

�yeaT, and �yeaU (both no growth). Through subse- 686

quent sequence homology analysis, gene expression mea- 687

surement (with RT-PCR), and chromatin immunoprecipi- 688

tation experiments, it was demonstrated that DctA is likely 689

a transporter for D-malate, YeaU converts D-malate to 690

pyruvate, and YeaT is a positive regulator that increases 691

expression of yeaU. 692

Another example was L-galactonate. Affymetrix gene- 693

expression data was used to identify genes involved with 694
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12 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 6
Mapping of SNPs onto reaction co-sets. a–c The identification of co-sets in a metabolic network leads to functionally grouped reac-
tion sets. The reactions within each co-set are predicted to have similar disease phenotypes [39]. The same concept can be applied
to the identification of alternative drug target candidates in humans to treat diseases [20] and potentially for the identification of
alternative anti-microbial drug targets in human pathogens [40]

L-galactonate catabolism. Two candidates were found695

to be greatly upregulated: yjjL and yjjN. After addi-696

tional experiments, these genes were annotated as follows:697

yjjL transports L-galactonate, yjjN is responsible for the698

L-galactonate oxidoreductase activity, and yjjM regulates699

their gene expression (Fig. 7c).700

Successful in silico predictions can help to validate701

a model and unsuccessful predictions can provide oppor-702

tunities to expand knowledge. These studies demonstrated703

that failed predictions could be used to algorithmically704

generate experimentally testable hypotheses and lead to re-705

finement of the genome annotation.706

Effects of Perturbed Mitochondrial States707

A constraint-based network of a human cardiomyocyte708

mitochondrion has been used to evaluate candidate func-709

tional states in healthy and diseased individuals as well710

as investigate currently used therapies [93]. Uniform ran-711

dom sampling was used to assess all candidate metabolic712

flux states to characterize the effects of various metabolic713

perturbations, such as diabetes, ischemia, and various di-714

ets [93]. For each condition, additional constraints were715

applied to the network to represent the various conditions,716

e. g., uptake and secretion rates. It was found that the per-717

turbations witnessed in diabetes and ischemia lead to a sig-718

nificant reduction of the size of the solution space, render-719

ing the metabolic network less flexible to variations in nu-720

trient availability (see Fig. 5).721

Sampling under normal physiological conditions was 722

found to be consistent with experimental data, thus 723

providing necessary network validation. Diabetic disease 724

states were then simulated by increasing mitochondrial 725

fatty acid uptake while decreasing cellular glucose uptake. 726

The consequences of these constraints on the steady state 727

solution space were found to be dramatic, meaning that 728

for most network reactions, the range of flux values (flex- 729

ibility) was significantly decreased. In particular, the oxy- 730

gen requirement of the diabetic model was dramatically 731

increased, which is consistent with the increased risk of 732

cardiac complications seen in diabetic patients [91]. An- 733

other interesting observation was that the flux through 734

mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogenase was found to be 735

severely restricted due to network stoichiometry when 736

fatty acid uptake was increased. Many prior studies had 737

focused on potential inhibitory mechanisms leading to the 738

decrease in pyruvate dehydrogenase in diabetic patients. 739

However, the results of this study suggested that stoi- 740

chiometry rather than inhibition may cause the reduced 741

flux. 742

Causal SNP Classification Using Co-sets 743

Since reactions that are part of co-sets are either all on or 744

off together, from the disease viewpoint, any enzyme de- 745

ficiency that affects a reaction in a particular co-set would 746

be expected to have disease phenotypes that are similar to 747

the symptoms associated with enzymopathies of any other 748
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Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach 13

Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach, Figure 7
Refining genome annotation through computational prediction and experimental validation. a The validity of a metabolic model
can be tested by comparing simulation outcomes with experimental results. In cases where the model fails to accurately predict the
experimental outcome, b a computational algorithm can be employed that will predict the minimum number of reactions needed
to reconcile the erroneous no-growth predictions from the model with the experimental data that demonstrates growth (Eq. 2). The
reactions are selected from two matrices, U (containing all known metabolic reactions) and X (containing exchange reactions). The
vectors v, y and z represent the steady state flux vectors for all of the reactions in S,U, and X respectively (Eq. 1, each with minimum
and maximum fluxes as dictated in Eqs. 3–5. Vectors a and b are binary vectors in which an element is 1 only if the corresponding
reaction in U or X is added to reconcile model with the experimental data. c For predicted sets of reactions, various experimental
methods (e. g., growth phenotyping of gene knockout strains, measurement of gene expression levels, etc.) can be employed to
validate predicted reaction sets. Accurate predictions of gene function allow for annotation of the associated genes and the corre-
sponding reactions can be added to the network reconstruction for future use inmodels. Figure adaptedwith permission from [75].
Copyright© 2006 by The National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, all rights reserved

enzyme contained within the co-set (Fig. 6). The co-sets749

for the human cardiomyocyte mitochondrion were ana-750

lyzed in the context of single nucleotide polymorphisms751

(SNPs), single base pair variations in the genes of indi-752

viduals [39]. Causal SNPs result in altered phenotypes as753

a direct consequence of the altered genome sequence. The754

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database,755

which catalogs human genetic disorders, [31] and pri-756

mary/review literature were used to map the nuclear en-757

codedmitochondrial diseases caused by SNPs onto the co-758

sets using GPRs.759

The resulting analysis largely confirmed the hypothesis760

that causal SNPs in the same reaction co-set often exhib-761

ited similar disease phenotypes. This phenotypic coher-762

ence was observed for the three different types of co-sets763

identified: Type A Co-sets which included sets of genes764

that code for sub-units of a single enzyme complex, Type 765

B Co-sets which involved reactions in a linear pathway, 766

and Type C Co-sets which involved non-contiguous re- 767

actions (see Fig. 6). Examples of diseases which exhibited 768

similar phenotypes included porphyrias (Type B Co-set), 769

fatty acid oxidation defects (Type B Co-set) and failure to 770

thrive due to neurological problems (Type C Co-set). 771

It is important to recognize that these co-sets are con- 772

dition dependent and have the potential to change as envi- 773

ronmental conditions and nutrient availability vary. Fur- 774

thermore it is not expected for the co-sets to always have 775

perfect agreement with clinical observations, since there 776

are additional levels of information that are currently not 777

accounted for in the models. This case study lent cred- 778

ibility to the hypothesis that co-sets can be used to un- 779

derstand and classify causal relationships in disease states. 780
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14 Metabolic Systems Biology: A Constraint-Based Approach

This concept can also be applied for proposing alternative781

drug targets for the treatment of disease (see Sect. “The782

Human Metabolic Network Reconstruction: Characteriz-783

ing the Knowledge Landscape and a Framework for Drug784

Target Discovery”) [20,40] and may serve as a rich source785

of hypothesis generation for alternative or new treatments786

for diseases.787

The HumanMetabolic Network Reconstruction:788

Characterizing the Knowledge Landscape789

and a Framework for Drug Target Discovery790

While the human cardiac mitochondrion reconstruc-791

tion has proven useful in the study of normal and dis-792

eased states, it only covers a small percentage of hu-793

man metabolism. In order to account for cellular human794

metabolism more comprehensively, a genome-scale hu-795

man reconstruction was created through a group effort796

resulting in the first manually curated human metabolic797

reconstruction, Recon 1 [20]. Recon 1 accounts for the798

functions of 1,496 ORFs, 2,766 metabolites, and 3,311 re-799

actions. It accounts for the following compartments: cy-800

toplasm, mitochondria, nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum,801

Golgi apparatus, lysosome, peroxisome and the extracel-802

lular environment. The network reconstruction was rec-803

onciled against 288 known metabolic functions in human.804

Confidence scores were used to define the knowledge805

landscape of human metabolism. Of special interest are806

subsystems with low confidence scores, or experimen-807

tal evidence, rendering them good candidates for exper-808

imental studies. For example, intracellular transport re-809

actions and vitamin associated pathways were found to810

be consistently poorly characterized. Hence, the knowl-811

edge landscape provides an assessment of our current sta-812

tus of knowledge of human metabolism and a platform813

for discovery when combined with in silico methods (see814

Sect. “Discovery of Gene Function”).815

Another application of Recon 1 is the prediction of816

drug targets and consequences of metabolic perturba-817

tions using co-sets. For example, under aerobic glucose818

conditions, over 250 co-sets were identified. One of the819

largest co-sets contained the primary metabolic target,820

3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA Reductase, for the an-821

tilipidemic statin drugs. Following the logic of the SNPs822

study, the remaining members of the set are candidate823

drug targets for the treatment of hyperlipidemia.824

Future Directions825

A number of examples were discussed in this chapter826

demonstrating the use of constraint-basedmethods in bio-827

logical discovery, disease characterization, and drug target828

prediction. Stemming from the success in these and many 829

other applications, constraint-based genome-scale model- 830

ing will continue to be an actively growing area of research. 831

Three general branches may include (1) the imposition of 832

additional constraints, (2) the use of these models for bio- 833

logical discovery, and (3) the reconstruction of additional 834

networks for other cellular processes. 835

The imposition of further constraints will reduce the 836

size of the solution space through the elimination of bi- 837

ologically irrelevant flux distributions. Such constraints 838

may include molecular crowding [9], regulation of en- 839

zymatic activity, and thermodynamic constraints [26,32]. 840

Recently, approaches have been developed for the in- 841

corporation of metabolomic data into constraints-based 842

models [10,16,51]. The availability of metabolomic data 843

may also enable the application of additional physico- 844

chemical constraints, such as electroneutrality and os- 845

motic balance [36,49]. There have also been increasing ef- 846

forts to incorporate kinetic aspects into constraint-based 847

modeling [25,89]. 848

Furthermore, the algorithm shown in Fig. 7 demon- 849

strated that there is still much that may be learned about 850

metabolic networks, even in well studied organisms like 851

E. coli. In addition, there are numerous ongoing research 852

studies investigating human metabolism using Recon 1. 853

Moreover, methods are being developed to use to con- 854

straint-based methods for engineering purposes which in- 855

clude strain design using bi-level optimizations [15,68] 856

and genetic algorithms [66]. The uses of constraint-based 857

models are also increasing to areas such as the investiga- 858

tion of antimicrobial agents [2,40,94]. 859

Reconstruction of signaling networks in the con- 860

straint-based framework has been performed for the 861

JAK-STAT pathways [59,60]. To date, there have been 862

multiple efforts to formulate transcriptional regula- 863

tory networks based on literature and high-throughput 864

data [5,6,19,30,34,88]. Amore rigorous approach would be 865

to describe the processes in a stoichiometric manner. This 866

is exceedingly difficult and time-consuming, but recently 867

progress has been made and is anticipated to be described 868

in the near future [92]. As additional types of network re- 869

constructions are developed and integrated with the con- 870

current development of newmethods for analysis, the pre- 871

dictive capabilities and utility of these models are likely to 872

expand. 873
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